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Abstract. Task and service migration is an important feature for mobile
cloud computing in order to improve capabilities of small devices. How-
ever, the flexible management of components migration between small
devices themselves and powerful nodes in between is remaining a critical
challenge for enabling mobile clouds. In this paper, we present a solu-
tion using OSGi component model based on the OSGi pervasive cloud
(OSGi-PC) infrastructure we have developed. We have evaluated the
component migration in different scenarios in terms of performance and
power consumption to show the usability of our approach.

1 Introduction

The convergence of different computing paradigms, such as cloud computing,
pervasive and mobile computing, makes the arising of a new computing paradigm
called mobile cloud computing (MCC) [3]. The key idea of mobile cloud comput-
ing is to use backend powerful computing nodes from traditional cloud services
to enhance capabilities of small devices. In order to realize this idea, comput-
ing tasks or services need to be shifted to and from different computing nodes,
not only from small devices to the heavy weight computing nodes, but also in
between different small devices, and from the heavy computing node to the light
weight nodes. Therefore, how to effectively manage and conduct the migrations
of software components in MCC is a critical problem.

So far, there are a number of MCC proposals, such as CloneCloud [2], Misco
[4] and Hyrax [9]. CloneCloud [2] needs a modified Java Virtual Machine to
work, which makes it unrealistic in practice [21]. Misco and Hyrax focus on
making MapReduce [1] working on small devices, which did not address com-
ponent migration among computing nodes. eXcloud [7][8] is a MCC middleware
that supports fine granularity tasks migration from code snippets to a whole
virtual machine from small device to the backend. From our experiences and un-
derstanding, the migration of tasks should not be done only from small devices to
backend heavy weight nodes, but can be migrated in between all different kinds
cloud nodes. Also, based on the context-awareness requirements[15][16] [19], the
migration of too fine granularity tasks as code snippets may not be beneficial if
the cost of migration needs to be taken into consideration.
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Considering all these challenges and existing solutions, we are developing an
OSGi based pervasive cloud (OSGi-PC) [18] that is based on the idea of flexible
management of software components among cloud nodes for facilitating task mi-
grations. The components can be migrated between OSGi frameworks on remote
powerful nodes, but also between OSGi frameworks on small device nodes and
remote powerful nodes. In other words, components can be migrated smoothly
between any two frameworks of the OSGi-PC. We have done some prelimi-
nary evaluations of the OSGi-PC in terms of performance, power consumption,
latency and usability.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we present an overview of the
components migration in Section 2, we then discuss the implementation of it
in details in Section 3. An evaluation of the components migration is shown in
Section 4. After that we compare our work with the related work in Section 5.
At last, conclusions and future work end the paper.

2 Overview of Component Migration

2.1 Simple Introduction to OSGi and R-OSGi

OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative)1 is a module system and service plat-
form for the Java programming language, which implements a complete and
dynamic component model and has become a de facto industry component stan-
dard for Java platforms. The applications or components of OSGi (coming in
the form of bundles for deployment) can be remotely installed, started, stopped
updated, and uninstalled without requiring a reboot.

R-OSGi (Remote Services for OSGi)2 was proposed to access services remotely
from another OSGi service registry. It runs as an OSGi bundle and facilitates
distribution for arbitrary OSGi framework implementations. All that a service
provider framework has to do is registering a service for remote access with some
specific properties. Subsequently, other peers can connect to the service provider
peer and get access to the service. Remote services are accessed in an entirely
transparent way. For every remote service, a local proxy bundle is generated
that registers the same service. Local service clients can hence access the remote
service in the same way and without regarding distribution.

2.2 Component Migration of OSGi-PC

As components are standard OSGi bundles, so they can be dynamically installed
and uninstalled. Ideally, components should be easilymigrated to any nodes inside
OSGi-PC, as depicted in Fig. 1. An OSGi framework (deployed on different nodes,
for example powerful PC nodes, or Android phones) can run any number of OSGi
components. The components can smoothly be migrated from one framework to
another without concerning about whether frameworks are deployed on remote

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSGi
2 http://r-osgi.sourceforge.net/index.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSGi
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Fig. 1. Component migration model of OSGi-PC

powerful nodes or some small devices. We can see that component migrations can
be classified into three different types: component migration between frameworks
on remote power nodes, between frameworks on small devices and between the
two kinds of frameworks above.

To achieve this goal, at first we need two services: one service is to determine
which components need to be migrated to remote frameworks while the other
service is to provide these components to specific remote frameworks according
to the status of remote OSGi frameworks. At the same time, the framework
receiving components have to register a remote deployer service before migra-
tions (when OSGi framework starts), which makes it possible for the migration
initiating framework to migrate components to the receiving framework, and to
manage the migrated components after the migration. In the following, we will
discuss the implementation based on this.

3 Implementation of Component Migration

Figure 2 is the core class diagram to show the design of component migra-
tions between frameworks on OSGi-PC nodes. Class Redeployer is responsible
for determining what components should be migrated and then it shuts down
those components, and then it uses class ServiceProvisioner to deploy those
component remotely. The ServiceProvisioner class looks for proper frameworks
(in this first prototype, it will select one framework whose free memory is the
maximum) to deploy components by utilizing the service RemoteDeployer. The
RemoteDeployer has been registered as a basic service for all OSGi frameworks,
and this RemoteDeployer service can can store, install and start components
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Fig. 2. Core classes of Component Migaration

migrated from other frameworks. According to different component migration
types, there are different implementations of the RemoteDeployer interface. In
our implementation, there are two kinds of implementation of this interface.

3.1 Component Migration between Frameworks on Remote
Powerful Nodes

For this type of component migrations, the OSGi-PC uses Apache Distributed
OSGi (DOSGi) where Zookeeper is used as as a discovery component. When a
new framework joins in the OSGi-PC, the new framework will register itself to
the discovery component with necessary information. Therefore, one framework
can obtain information of all frameworks in OSGi-PC from the discovery compo-
nent. Based on our former work [18], we can get one framework whose available
memory is maximum, after that we can redeploy components to this framework.

3.2 Component Migration between Frameworks on Different
Platforms

Because of the popularity of Android platform, we choose it as the front end of
OSGi-PC. We use Apache Felix framework as the container of OSGi components.
As Felix frameworks can only be used in one JVM, we need some communica-
tion frameworks to run across different JVMs. R-OSGi [11] is a lightweight and
efficient communication component between distributed OSGi frameworks that
can be tailored to run on Android [18]. Therefore we use R-OSGi for commu-
nication and component migrations between two frameworks within which one
framework needs to be deployed on a small device.

But when one component has been migrated to target Android framework, it
cannot be installed and started normally. This is because the Android platform
cannot run java Jar files directly. The Dalvik virtual machine of Android can
only read byte code compiled for it. Therefore when OSGi-PC needs to migrate
components to an Android framework, the RemoteDeployerImpl service of OSGi
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framework running on power nodes will use a ”dexShell” shell to convert compo-
nents from java code to Dalvik code. Similarly, when components are migrated
to framework running on power nodes (normal JVMs), the RemoteDeployerImpl
service of it will use a shell named ”undexShell” to convert the components back
to normal Jar files. The shell uses dx.jar of google Android platform to complete
this conversion. We illustrate these processes in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Component migration from small device to powerful node

Fig. 4. Component migration from powerful node to small device
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3.3 Component Migration between Frameworks on Small Devices

It seems to be simple to migrate components between frameworks running on
Android platform. Because components migrated between them are Dalvik code
which primarily converted from OSGi frameworks running on remote powerful
nodes, what we do is just receive the components, install and start them. There
are no differences between different Android devices.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the component migration, we use FelixDroid3

as the application console which can provide a UI of felix console to show the
status of bundles at runtime. At the same time, we use PowerTutor4 to evaluate
the power consumption of the FelixDroid application when in the process of
component migration. In this evaluation, we use two simple OSGi bundles as
the components to migration.

From Table 1, we can see that the migration process from an Android phone to
PC takes around 215ms to finish a whole migration process, which is quite good
and usable in a pervasive computing environment. For the power consumption
on Android phones, the CPU takes around 1.37 J during the process, which is
acceptable also.

Table 1. Phone to computer power consumption(J)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 average

stop local bundles(ms) 5 6 8 7 7 5 7 7 6 6 7 6.45
uninstall local bundles(ms) 12 10 12 10 10 9 11 10 10 9 9 10.18

network transfer(ms) 148 89 126 80 95 122 98 112 92 94 106 105.64
install bundles remotely(ms) 25 25 28 22 30 25 23 58 30 27 23 28.73
start bundles remotely(ms) 89 64 67 89 66 68 70 30 61 69 33 64.18
CPU power consumption(J) 1.7 0.804 1.7 2 1.8 1.6 1.5 0.897 1.3 0.957 0.814 1.37
LCD power consumption(J) 11.2 9.6 10.1 8.5 8 8 8.5 9.1 7.5 9.1 8 8.87

From Table 2, we can see that the migration process from a PC to an Android
phone takes around 1.60s to finish a whole migration process, which is OK.
Another thing to note is that in a pervasive computing environment, this kind
of migration is rare.

From Table 3, we can see that the migration process from one Android phone
to another phone takes around 645ms to finish a whole migration process, which
is good and usable in a pervasive computing environment. For the power con-
sumption on Android phones, the CPU takes around 1.35 J during the process,
which is acceptable.

3 http://www-irisa.univ-ubs.fr/CASA/dev/felixdroid/
4 http://ziyang.eecs.umich.edu/projects/powertutor/

http://www-irisa.univ-ubs.fr/CASA/dev/felixdroid/
http://ziyang.eecs.umich.edu/projects/powertutor/
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Table 2. Performance of computer to phone component migration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 average

stop local bundles(ms) 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 2.91
uninstall local bundles(ms) 7 11 15 52 21 24 29 38 6 9 9 20.09

network transfer(ms) 1011 1030 1038 1180 1122 1373 1209 1206 1132 1167 1058 1138.73
install bundles remotely(ms) 38 38 39 44 41 40 37 39 40 37 43 39.64
start bundles remotely(ms) 323 185 591 784 177 752 216 593 182 371 175 395.36

Table 3. Phone to phone power consumption(J)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 average

stop local bundles(ms) 8 5 6 6 6 5 7 6 7 5 6 6.09
uninstall local bundles(ms) 11 13 11 10 9 11 21 9 12 10 17 12.18
network transfer time(ms) 386 334 276 357 376 358 331 309 289 331 347 335.82

install bundles remotely(ms) 75 56 49 45 62 47 46 48 66 56 67 56.09
start bundles remotely(ms) 437 187 229 226 213 279 185 233 205 160 227 234.64
CPU power consumption(J) 1.7 0.843 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.9 0.809 0.885 2.3 0.925 1 1.35
LCD power consumption(J) 5.9 6.9 6.4 6.4 5.3 5.3 4.8 5.9 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.66

When comparing three tables above, we can see that time consumption of stop
and uninstall operation of OSGi frameworks on PCs needs less time than that of
phones. But the time consumption of a migration, installation and start process
of a phone is more less than that of PCs. This is because the migration from
PC to phones needs to dex the components for running on Android platform
before the migration to an Android phone, and this process is time-consuming.
The LCD and CPU power consumption is acceptable. The migrations between
phones are faster than that from computer to phone without dex process.

5 Related Work

There are quite a few work on mobile cloud computing [3] [5] targeting enhancing
capabilities of small devices. Some are focusing on creating MapReduce frame-
works for small devices, such as Misco [4] and Hyrax [9], in order to improve the
performance of handhold devices. The components migration aims at transfer-
ring services and tasks among component nodes in order to utilize resources not
available locally, which have higher flexibilities in terms of that this can be done
at different levels, such as a bunch of services or a single service.

The work of eXcloud [7][8] is a MCC middleware that supports fine granular-
ity tasks migration. As we have said, the migration should consider a number
context and quality of service factors, for example the cost of network usage, the
time taken for a migration, and so on. Therefore in our opinion, the migration
should be conducted at a proper level, a too fine level may incur too much over-
head comparing with the benefits it has. In OSGi-PC, we are working on task
migration at component and service level (a number of components fulfilling a
certain service).
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CloneCloud [2] can clone the computation and data from mobile devices to
backend heavy weight cloud nodes, and then return the computation results to
the small devices which offload the tasks. The real problem with CloneCloud is
that it needs a modified Java Virtual Machine for offloading code to the cloud
nodes, which makes the approach unrealistic in practice [21].

CloudLet [12] makes use of virtual machine technology to instantiate ser-
vices instances in nearby CloudLet, which may alleviate the latency of wide area
networks, and limitations of network bandwidth. In our future work, we will
investigate how to use this virtual machine technology without actually mov-
ing components in some situations, as an alternative for component and task
migration.

The work on MCC-OSGi [6] uses OSGi Bundles as basic mobile Cloud service
components, which can execute services remotely and run on different platforms.
In our work on OSGi-PC, we have followed Remote Service specification for
achieving the registration of services across different cloud nodes. We have also
achieved components migration seamlessly on all different kinds of node in the
OSGi-PC. This feature is very important when no remote services are available
for the current request and there is a need to offload a task due to the nature of
the task that is computation heavy.

In [13], the authors presentedamiddleware calledOSGi4C(OSGi for theCloud),
which allows seamless deployment of locally non-existent OSGi bundles and
services on demandwithout requiring any changes to the OSGi platform. Based on
P2P platform JXTA, it realized remote bundles discovery service in a distributed
manner.We will investigate in the future to include the P2P feature for component
migrations based on our previous work [10].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The convergence of cloud computing, pervasive and mobile computing can help
to enhance capabilities of small devices, as what is focused on by the research of
mobile cloud computing and pervasive cloud computing [19]. There are emerging
research prototypes on middleware and frameworks to realize the idea of mobile
cloud computing. But few of the existing ones are focusing on component based
cloud infrastructure in order to facilitate inter-operability and ease the man-
agement of services and component migrations, following certain well-accepted
standard. In this paper, we have proposed and developed a flexible component
migration approach for an OSGi based pervasive cloud infrastructure (OSGi-
PC). The advantages of this approach is that it can support flexible migration
between any kind of cloud nodes, instead of only migration from frond end to
backend as in other related work. We have shown the acceptable performance
and power consumption features with evaluations.

We will deploy more services on OSGi-PC to make our system full fledged, for
example context management [15], task migrations decisions support [3] based
on our previous work on goal management [17][14][20] to make it really useful
to develop applications in smart cities.
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